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STEVENS SIGNATURE OPTIONS

Made from 11-gauge 304 
polished stainless steel it won’t 
rust or corrode. Made to pull 
everything from crab pots 
to hoop netting for lobster. 
Mounting brackets are made of 
marine grade nylon with heavy 
walls. 

Complete Columbia anchor 
system with EZ Marine 27 lb 
anchor, puller, buoy, coated 
anchor chain, storage bag, 
float and 300’ of rope.

Powerful, recreational line hauler 
runs on 12v power with a lift 
capacity of 110 pounds.  Low amp 
usage but plenty of might to pull 
1-3 prawn traps or 1 crab trap. 
Runs quietly and stores easily with 
added corrosion protection for the 
harsh salt water environment.

MAC'S TROLL PROP SAVER                  
$139.95

Relentless Series ™ Tackle Tray is 
truly designed to last for genera-
tions to come. At 6” wide and 10” 
long (inside dimension), this tray 
will fit most gunnels, and is the 
perfect size for holding bait sauces, 
sinkers, scissors, knives etc.

Fish Fighters Patent Pending eXtreme Duty Bow 
Mount Anchor Nest™ to hold  26, 32, and 40Lb 
Columbia River Anchors. Their  XD Anchor Nest is 
made out of heavy duty aluminum alloy and will last 
for generations. Anchor retrieval is made easy from 
almost any angle with their self-centering 4" roller 
design and side load rope guides, both are custom 
made out of Marine Grade King Starboard ™.

Fish Fighter Fishing Rod Riser is made from high strength 
marine grade aluminum that they machine right at their 
facility. It also comes with an adjustable foot that will allow 
you to use as a way to support the Fishing Rod Riser and 
help to minimize Deflection. 

An extremely tough cutting board as the base, 
with a machined drip groove, so bait juices 
won’t run off. Built-in carry handles make it 
easy to move the bait board with everything in 
it. Storage areas for your knives, magic thread, 
and bait sauces will always be right where you 
need them.

Fish Fighter™ Pivoting Rocket-Launcher Four Position Rod 
Rack™ so your rods will always be easily accessible, yet out-
of-the-way when not needed. The Fish Fighter™ Pivoting 
Rod Rack works great every time. Just pivot the rack forward 
when you want rods out of the way, and pivot them rearward 
when you need to use them. We use our billet aluminum 
Speed Lock™ to lock the rack in 4 different positions.

43Photos may show options not included in package pricing. Prices and specifications subject to change.

Sportsman Series™ Utility Trays for all 
around use. Fish Fighter designed these 
trays from thick marine-grade aluminum, 
so they could take all the punishment you 
can dish out. They also include (4) remov-
able anti-rattle dividers with each tray.

LEAD TRAY
 $128.99

RELENTLESS SERIES™ 
SINKER TRAY 6 X 16

 $149.99

Sportsman’s Utility Tray 
4" x 16" ...........$45.50
5.5" x 16"........$50.75

EXTREME DUTY XD
BOW MOUNT ANCHOR NEST 

$277.99

ROD RISERS
8"-6"...........$84.99
14"-7"......$114.99
7"-14"......$114.99

PIVOTING ROCKET
4 ROD HOLDER 

 $199.99

BAIT TRAY
 W/ PLUG CUTTER

 $149.99

LEELOCK ANCHOR BRACKET                   
$249

Each nest is handmade of 
anodized aluminum that 
prevents corrosion. This nest 
will accommodate a variety of 
anchors so you can use this with 
almost all claw or plow anchors.

TRAC LINE HAULER   
$549

FOLBE CRAB DAVIT  
$330 DELUXE ANCHOR SYSTEM    

$299 Make those sharp turns will help prevent 
fishing line and down rigger cable from 
tangling around your prop. Helps protect 
your prop from under water hazards, and 
enables you to get close to those stumps, 
rocks and seaweed; right where the fish 
are. Made of Hi-Impact Stainless Steel. 
Enhances Thrust Performance. Fits most 
size motors.

Fish Fighter™ Sinker Trays. It seems that with just a few 
uses, the numbers on the sinker disappears and it’s hard 
to tell if you have a 5oz or 6oz sinker in your hand. With 
our Sinker Tray and Sinker Divider/Gauge you just find 
the hole that closest fits your sinker and just drop it into 
the bin, it’s that simple. This Sinker Tray includes (14) 
interchangeable Sinker Sizing Dividers in .5-.75-1-2-3-4-
5-6-8-10-12-16-20-24oz sizes.
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